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From one of the world's most beloved writers and New York Times bestselling author of A Walk

in the Woods and The Body, a vivid, nostalgic, and utterly hilarious memoir of growing up in the

1950s.Bill Bryson was born in the middle of the American century—1951—in the middle of the

United States—Des Moines, Iowa—in the middle of the largest generation in American history

—the baby boomers. As one of the best and funniest writers alive, he is perfectly positioned to

mine his memories of a totally all-American childhood for 24-carat memoir gold. Like millions of

his generational peers, Bill Bryson grew up with a rich fantasy life as a superhero. In his case,

he ran around his house and neighborhood with an old football jersey with a thunderbolt on it

and a towel about his neck that served as his cape, leaping tall buildings in a single bound and

vanquishing awful evildoers (and morons)—in his head—as "The Thunderbolt Kid."Using this

persona as a springboard, Bill Bryson re-creates the life of his family and his native city in the

1950s in all its transcendent normality—a life at once completely familiar to us all and as far

away and unreachable as another galaxy. It was, he reminds us, a happy time, when

automobiles and televisions and appliances (not to mention nuclear weapons) grew larger and

more numerous with each passing year, and DDT, cigarettes, and the fallout from atmospheric

testing were considered harmless or even good for you. He brings us into the life of his loving

but eccentric family, including affectionate portraits of his father, a gifted sportswriter for the

local paper and dedicated practitioner of isometric exercises, and of his mother, whose job as

the home furnishing editor for the same paper left her little time for practicing the domestic arts

at home. The many readers of Bill Bryson’s earlier classic, A Walk in the Woods, will greet the

reappearance in these pages of the immortal Stephen Katz, seen hijacking literally boxcar

loads of beer. He is joined in the Bryson gallery of immortal characters by the demonically

clever Willoughby brothers, who apply their scientific skills and can-do attitude to gleefully

destructive ends.Warm and laugh-out-loud funny, and full of his inimitable, pitch-perfect

observations, The Life and Times of the Thunderbolt Kid is as wondrous a book as Bill Bryson

has ever written. It will enchant anyone who has ever been young.
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SummerForeword and AcknowledgmentsMy kid days were pretty good ones, on the whole. My

parents were patient and kind and approximately normal. They didn’t chain me in the cellar.

They didn’t call me “It.” I was born a boy and allowed to stay that way. My mother, as you’ll see,

sent me to school once in Capri pants, but otherwise there was little trauma in my

upbringing.Growing up was easy. It required no thought or effort on my part. It was going to

happen anyway. So what follows isn’t terribly eventful, I’m afraid. And yet it was by a very large

margin the most fearful, thrilling, interesting, instructive, eye-popping, lustful, eager, troubled,

untroubled, confused, serene, and unnerving time of my life. Coincidentally, it was all those

things for America, too.Everything recorded here is true and really happened, more or less, but

nearly all the names and a few of the details have been changed in the hope of sparing

embarrassment. A small part of the story originally appeared in somewhat different form in The

New Yorker.As ever, I have received generous help from many quarters, and I would like to

thank here, sincerely and alphabetically, Aosaf Afzal, Matthew Angerer, Charles Elliott, Larry

Finlay, Will Francis, Carol Heaton, Jay Horning, Patrick Janson-Smith, Tom and Nancy Jones,

Fred Morris, Steve Rubin, Marianne Velmans, Daniel Wiles, and the staff of the Drake

University and Des Moines Public Libraries in Iowa and Durham University Library in England.I

remain especially grateful to Gerry Howard, my astute and ever thoughtful American publisher,

for a stack of Boys’ Life magazines, one of the best and most useful gifts I have had in years,

and to Jack Peverill of Sarasota, Florida, for the provision of copious amounts of helpful

material. And of course I remain perpetually grateful to my family, not least my dear wife,

Cynthia, for more help than I could begin to list, to my brother, Michael, for much archival

material, and to my incomparably wonderful, infinitely sporting mother, Mary McGuire Bryson,

without whom, it goes without saying, nothing that follows would have been possible.Chapter

1HOMETOWNSPRINGFIELD, ILL. (AP)—The State Senate of Illinois yesterday disbanded its

Committee on Efficiency and Economy “for reasons of efficiency and economy.”—Des Moines

Tribune, February 6, 1955IN THE LATE 1950S, the Royal Canadian Air Force produced a

booklet on isometrics, a form of exercise that enjoyed a short but devoted vogue with my father.

The idea of isometrics was that you used any unyielding object, like a tree or a wall, and

pressed against it with all your might from various positions to tone and strengthen different



groups of muscles. Since everybody already has access to trees and walls, you didn’t need to

invest in a lot of costly equipment, which I expect was what attracted my dad.What made it

unfortunate in my father’s case is that he would do his isometrics on airplanes. At some point in

every flight, he would stroll back to the galley area or the space by the emergency exit and,

taking up the posture of someone trying to budge a very heavy piece of machinery, he would

begin to push with his back or shoulder against the outer wall of the plane, pausing

occasionally to take deep breaths before returning with quiet grunts to the task.Since it looked

uncannily, if unfathomably, as if he were trying to force a hole in the side of the plane, this

naturally drew attention. Businessmen in nearby seats would stare over the tops of their

glasses. A stewardess would pop her head out of the galley and likewise stare, but with a

certain hard caution, as if remembering some aspect of her training that she had not previously

been called upon to implement.Seeing that he had observers, my father would straighten up

and smile genially and begin to outline the engaging principles behind isometrics. Then he

would give a demonstration to an audience that swiftly consisted of no one. He seemed

curiously incapable of feeling embarrassment in such situations, but that was all right because I

felt enough for both of us—indeed, enough for us and all the other passengers, the airline and

its employees, and the whole of whatever state we were flying over.Two things made these

undertakings tolerable. The first was that back on solid ground my dad wasn’t half as foolish

most of the time. The second was that the purpose of these trips was always to go to a Major

League city, stay in a big downtown hotel, and attend ball games, and that excused a great deal

—well, everything, in fact. My dad was a sportswriter for The Des Moines Register, which in

those days was one of the country’s best papers, and often took me along on trips through the

Midwest. Sometimes these were car trips to places like Sioux City or Burlington, but at least

once a summer we boarded a big silver plane—a huge event in those days—and lumbered

through the summery skies, up among the fleecy clouds, to St. Louis or Chicago or Detroit to

take in a home stand. It was a kind of working holiday for my dad.Baseball, like everything else,

was part of a simpler world in those days, and I was allowed to go with him into the clubhouse

and dugout and onto the field before games. I have had my hair tousled by Stan Musial. I have

handed Willie Mays a ball that had skittered past him as he played catch. I have lent my

binoculars to Harvey Kuenn (or possibly it was Billy Hoeft) so that he could scope some busty

blonde in the upper deck. Once on a hot July afternoon I sat in a nearly airless clubhouse

under the left-field grandstand at Wrigley Field beside Ernie Banks, the Cubs’ great shortstop,

as he autographed boxes of new white baseballs (which are, incidentally, one of the most

pleasurably aromatic things on earth, and worth spending time around anyway). Unbidden, I

took it upon myself to sit beside him and pass him each new ball. This slowed the process

considerably, but he gave a little smile each time and said thank you as if I had done him quite

a favor. He was the nicest human being I have ever met. It was like being friends with God.I

CAN’T IMAGINE there has ever been a more gratifying time or place to be alive than America

in the 1950s. No country had ever known such prosperity. When the war ended the United

States had $26 billion worth of factories that hadn’t existed before the war, $140 billion in

savings and war bonds just waiting to be spent, no bomb damage, and practically no

competition. All that American companies had to do was stop making tanks and battleships

and start making Buicks and Frigidaires—and boy did they.By 1951, when I came sliding down

the chute, almost 90 percent of American families had refrigerators, and nearly three-quarters

had washing machines, telephones, vacuum cleaners, and gas or electric stoves—things that

most of the rest of the world could still only fantasize about. Americans owned 80 percent of

the world’s electrical goods, controlled two-thirds of the world’s productive capacity, produced



more than 40 percent of its electricity, 60 percent of its oil, and 66 percent of its steel. The 5

percent of people on Earth who were Americans had more wealth than the other 95 percent

combined.Remarkably, almost all this wealth was American made. Of the 7.5 million new cars

sold in America in 1954, for instance, 99.93 percent were made in America by Americans. We

became the richest country in the world without needing the rest of the world.I don’t know of

anything that better conveys the happy bounty of the age than a photograph (reproduced in

this volume as the endpapers at the front and back of the book) that ran in Life magazine two

weeks before my birth. It shows the Czekalinski family of Cleveland, Ohio—Steve, Stephanie,

and two sons, Stephen and Henry—surrounded by the two and a half tons of food that a typical

blue-collar family ate in a year. Among the items they were shown with were 450 pounds of

flour, 72 pounds of shortening, 56 pounds of butter, 31 chickens, 300 pounds of beef, 25

pounds of carp, 144 pounds of ham, 39 pounds of coffee, 690 pounds of potatoes, 698 quarts

of milk, 131 dozen eggs, 180 loaves of bread, and 8½ gallons of ice cream, all purchased on a

budget of $25 a week. (Mr. Czekalinski made $1.96 an hour as a shipping clerk in a DuPont

factory.) In 1951, the average American ate 50 percent more than the average European.No

wonder people were happy. Suddenly they were able to have things they had never dreamed of

having, and they couldn’t believe their luck. There was, too, a wonderful simplicity of desire. It

was the last time that people would be thrilled to own a toaster or waffle iron. If you bought a

major appliance, you invited the neighbors around to have a look at it. When I was about four

my parents bought an Amana Stor-Mor refrigerator and for at least six months it was like an

honored guest in our kitchen. I’m sure they’d have drawn it up to the table at dinner if it hadn’t

been so heavy. When visitors dropped by unexpectedly, my father would say: “Oh, Mary, is

there any iced tea in the Amana?” Then to the guests he’d add significantly: “There usually is.

It’s a Stor-Mor.”“Oh, a Stor-Mor,” the male visitor would say and elevate his eyebrows in the

manner of someone who appreciates quality cooling. “We thought about getting a Stor-Mor

ourselves, but in the end we went for a Philco Shur-Kool. Alice loved the EZ-Glide vegetable

drawer and you can get a full quart of ice cream in the freezer box. That was a big selling point

for Wendell Junior, as you can imagine!”They’d all have a good laugh at that and then sit

around drinking iced tea and talking appliances for an hour or so. No human beings had ever

been quite this happy before.People looked forward to the future, too, in ways they never would

again. Soon, according to every magazine, we were going to have underwater cities off every

coast, space colonies inside giant spheres of glass, atomic trains and airliners, personal jet

packs, a gyrocopter in every driveway, cars that turned into boats or even submarines, moving

sidewalks to whisk us effortlessly to schools and offices, dome-roofed automobiles that drove

themselves along sleek superhighways allowing Mom, Dad, and the two boys (Chip and Bud or

Skip and Scooter) to play a board game or wave to a neighbor in a passing gyrocopter or just

sit back and enjoy saying some of those splendid words that existed in the fifties and are no

longer heard: mimeograph, rotisserie, stenographer, icebox, dime store, rutabaga, Studebaker,

panty raid, bobby socks, Sputnik, beatnik, canasta, Cinerama, Moose Lodge, pinochle, daddy-

o.For those who couldn’t wait for underwater cities and self-driving cars, thousands of smaller

enrichments were available right now. If you were to avail yourself of all that was on offer from

advertisers in a single issue of, let’s say, Popular Science from, let’s say, December 1956, you

could, among much else, teach yourself ventriloquism, learn to cut meat (by correspondence

or in person at the National School of Meat Cutting in Toledo, Ohio), embark on a lucrative

career sharpening skates door to door, arrange to sell fire extinguishers from home, end

rupture troubles once and for all, build radios, repair radios, perform on radio, talk on radio to

people in different countries and possibly on different planets, improve your personality, get a



personality, acquire a manly physique, learn to dance, create personalized stationery for profit,

or “MAKE BIG $$$$” in your spare time at home building lawn figures and other novelty

ornaments.My brother, who was normally quite an intelligent human being, once invested in a

booklet that promised to teach him how to throw his voice. He would say something

unintelligible through rigid lips, then quickly step aside and say, “That sounded like it came from

over there, didn’t it?” He also saw an ad in Mechanics Illustrated that invited him to enjoy color

television at home for 65 cents plus postage, placed an order, and four weeks later received in

the mail a multicolored sheet of transparent plastic that he was instructed to tape over the

television screen and watch the image through.Having spent the money, my brother refused to

accept that it was a touch disappointing. When a human face moved into the pinkish part of the

screen or a section of lawn briefly coincided with the green portion, he would leap up in

triumph. “Look! Look! That’s what color television’s gonna look like,” he would say. “This is all

just experimental, you see.”In fact, color television didn’t come to our neighborhood until nearly

the end of the decade, when Mr. Kiessler on St. John’s Road bought an enormous RCA Victor

Consolette, the flagship of the RCA fleet, for a lot of money. For at least two years his was the

only known color television in private ownership, which made it a fantastic novelty. On Saturday

evenings the children of the neighborhood would steal into his yard and stand in his flower

beds to watch a program called My Living Doll through the double window behind his sofa. I am

pretty certain that Mr. Kiessler didn’t realize that two dozen children of various ages and sizes

were silently watching the TV with him or he wouldn’t have played with himself quite so

enthusiastically every time the nubile Julie Newmar bounded onto the screen. I assumed it was

some sort of isometrics.EVERY YEAR FOR NEARLY FORTY YEARS, from 1945 until his

retirement, my father went to the World Series for the Register. It was, by an immeasurably

wide margin, the high point of his working year. Not only did he get to live it up for two weeks

on expenses in some of the nation’s most cosmopolitan and exciting cities—and from Des

Moines all cities are cosmopolitan and exciting—but he also got to witness many of the most

memorable moments of baseball history: Al Gionfriddo’s miraculous one-handed catch of a Joe

DiMaggio line drive in 1947, Don Larsen’s perfect game in 1956, Bill Mazeroski’s series-

winning homer of 1960. These may mean nothing to you—they would mean nothing to most

people these days, I suppose—but they were moments of near ecstasy that were shared by a

nation.In those days, World Series games were played during the day, so you had to play

hooky or develop a convenient chest infection (“Jeez, Mom, the teacher said there’s a lot of TB

going around”) if you wanted to see a game. Crowds would lingeringly gather wherever a radio

was on or a TV played. Getting to watch or listen to any part of a World Series game, even half

an inning at lunchtime, became a kind of illicit thrill. And if you did happen to be present when

something monumental occurred, you would remember it for the rest of your life. My father had

an uncanny knack for being there when such moments were made—never more so than in the

seminal (and what an apt word that can sometimes be) season of 1951 when our story

begins.In the National League, the Brooklyn Dodgers had been cruising toward an easy

pennant when, in mid-August, their crosstown rivals, the Giants, suddenly stirred to life and

began a highly improbable comeback. Baseball in those days dominated the American psyche

in a way that can scarcely be imagined now. Professional football and basketball existed, of

course, and were followed, but essentially as minor spectacles that helped to pass the colder

months until the baseball season resumed. The Super Bowl was years from its invention. The

only sporting event that gripped the nation—the one time in the year when even your mom

knew what was going on in the sporting world—was the World Series. And seldom did the race

to reach the series hold America more firmly in thrall than in the late summer and early fall of



1951.After months of comatose play, the Giants suddenly could do no wrong. They won thirty-

seven of forty-four games down the home stretch, cutting away at the Dodgers’ once-

unassailable lead in what began to seem a fateful manner. By mid-September people talked of

little else but whether the Dodgers could hold on. All across the nation fans dropped dead from

the heat and excitement. When the dust cleared after the last day’s play, the standings showed

the two teams with identical records, so a three-game playoff was hastily arranged to

determine who could claim the pennant. The Register, like nearly all distant papers, didn’t

dispatch a reporter to these impromptu playoffs, but elected to rely on wire services for its

coverage until the series proper got under way.The playoffs added three days to the nation’s

exquisite torment. The two teams split the first two games, so it came down to a third, deciding

game. At last the Dodgers appeared to recover their invincibility, taking a comfortable 4 to 1

lead into the ninth inning and needing just three outs to win. But the Giants scored a late run

and put two more runners aboard when Bobby Thomson stepped to the plate. What Thomson

did that afternoon in the gathering dusk of autumn has many times been voted the greatest

moment in baseball history.“Dodger reliever Ralph Branca threw a pitch that made history

yesterday,” one of those present wrote. “Unfortunately it made history for someone else. Bobby

Thomson, the ‘Flying Scotsman,’ swatted Branca’s second offering over the left field wall for a

game-winning home run so momentous, so startling, that it was greeted with a moment’s

stunned silence.“Then, when realization of the miracle came, the double-decked stands of the

Polo Grounds rocked on their forty-year-old foundations. The Giants had won the pennant,

completing one of the unlikeliest comebacks baseball has ever seen.”The author of those

words was my father—who was abruptly, unexpectedly, present for Thomson’s moment of

majesty. Goodness knows how he had talked the notoriously frugal management of the

Register into sending him the 1,132 miles from Des Moines to New York for the crucial

deciding game—an act of rash expenditure radically out of keeping with decades of careful

precedent—or how he had managed to secure credentials and a place in the press box at such

a late hour.But then he had to be there. It was part of his fate, too. I am not exactly suggesting

that Bobby Thomson hit that home run because my father was there or implying that he

wouldn’t have hit it if my father had not been there. All I am saying is that my father was there

and Bobby Thomson was there and the home run was hit and these things couldn’t have been

otherwise.My father stayed on for the World Series, in which the Yankees beat the Giants fairly

easily in six games—there was only so much excitement the world could muster, or take, in a

single autumn, I guess—then returned to his usual quiet life in Des Moines. A little over a

month later, on a cold, snowy day in early December, his wife went into Mercy Hospital and

with very little fuss gave birth to a boy: their third child, second son, first superhero. They

named him William, after his father. They would call him Billy until he was old enough to ask

them not to.APART FROM BASEBALL’S greatest home run and the birth of the Thunderbolt

Kid, 1951 was not a hugely eventful year in America. Harry Truman was president, but would

shortly make way for Dwight D. Eisenhower. The war in Korea was in full swing and not going

well. Julius and Ethel Rosenberg had just been convicted of spying for the Soviet Union, but

would sit in prison for two years more before being taken to the electric chair. In Topeka,

Kansas, a mild-mannered black man named Oliver Brown sued the local school board for

requiring his daughter to travel twenty-one blocks to an all-black school when a perfectly good

white one was just seven blocks away. The case, immortalized as Brown v. the Board of

Education, would be one of the most far-reaching in modern American history, but wouldn’t

become known outside jurisprudence circles for another three years when it reached the

Supreme Court.America in 1951 had a population of 150 million, slightly more than half as



much as today, no interstate highways, and only about a quarter as many cars. Men wore hats

and ties almost everywhere. Women prepared every meal more or less from scratch. Milk

came in bottles. The mailman came on foot. Total government spending was $50 billion a year,

compared with $2.5 trillion now.I Love Lucy made its television debut on October 15, and Roy

Rogers, the singing cowboy, followed in December. In Oak Ridge, Tennessee, that autumn

police seized a youth on suspicion of possessing narcotics when he was found with some

suspicious brown powder, but he was released when it was shown that it was a new product

called instant coffee. Also new, or not quite yet invented, were ballpoint pens, fast foods, TV

dinners, electric can openers, shopping malls, freeways, supermarkets, suburban sprawl,

domestic air-conditioning, power steering, automatic transmissions, contact lenses, credit

cards, tape recorders, garbage disposals, dishwashers, long-playing records, portable record

players, baseball teams west of St. Louis, and the hydrogen bomb. Microwave ovens were

available, but weighed seven hundred pounds. Jet travel, Velcro, transistor radios, and

computers smaller than a small building were all still some years off.Nuclear war was much on

people’s minds. In New York on Wednesday, December 5, the streets became eerily empty for

seven minutes as the city underwent “the biggest air raid drill of the atomic age,” according to

Life magazine, when a thousand sirens blared and people scrambled (well, actually walked

jovially, pausing upon request to pose for photographs) to designated shelters, which meant

essentially the inside of any reasonably solid building. Life’s photos showed Santa Claus

happily leading a group of children out of Macy’s, half-lathered men and their barbers trooping

out of barber shops, and curvy models from a swimwear shoot shivering and feigning good-

natured dismay as they emerged from their studio, happy in the knowledge that a picture in Life

would do their careers no harm at all. Only restaurant patrons were excused from taking part in

the exercise on the grounds that New Yorkers sent from a restaurant without paying were

unlikely to be seen again.Closer to home, in the biggest raid of its type ever undertaken in Des

Moines, police arrested nine women for prostitution at the old Cargill Hotel at Seventh and

Grand downtown. It was quite an operation. Eighty officers stormed the building just after

midnight, but the hotel’s resident ladies were nowhere to be found. Only by taking exacting

measurements were the police able to discover, after six hours of searching, a cavity behind an

upstairs wall. There they found nine shivering, mostly naked women. All were arrested for

prostitution and fined $1,000 each. I can’t help wondering if the police would have persevered

quite so diligently if it had been naked men they were looking for.The eighth of December 1951

marked the tenth anniversary of America’s entry into the Second World War, and the tenth

anniversary plus one day of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. In central Iowa, it was a cold

day with light snow and a high temperature of twenty-eight, but with the swollen clouds of a

blizzard approaching from the west. Des Moines, a city of two hundred thousand people,

gained ten new citizens that day—seven boys and three girls—and lost just two to

death.Christmas was in the air. Prosperity was evident everywhere in Christmas ads that year.

Cartons of cigarettes bearing sprigs of holly and other seasonal decorations were very popular,

as were electrical items of every type. Gadgets were much in vogue. My father that year bought

my mother a hand-operated ice crusher, for creating shaved ice for cocktails, which converted

perfectly good ice cubes into a small amount of cool water after twenty minutes of vigorous

cranking. It was never used beyond New Year’s Eve 1951, but it did grace a corner of the

kitchen counter until well into the 1970s.Tucked among the smiling ads and happy features

were hints of deeper anxieties, however. Reader’s Digest that autumn was asking “Who Owns

Your Child’s Mind?” (Teachers with Communist sympathies apparently.) Polio was so rife that

even House Beautiful ran an article on how to reduce risks for one’s children. Among its tips



(nearly all ineffective) were to keep food covered, avoid sitting in cold water or wet bathing

suits, get plenty of rest, and, above all, be wary of “admitting new people to the family

circle.”Harper’s magazine in December struck a somber economic note with an article by

Nancy B. Mavity on an unsettling new phenomenon, the two-income family, in which husband

and wife both went out to work to pay for a more ambitious lifestyle. Mavity’s worry was not how

women would cope with the demands of employment on top of child-rearing and housework,

but rather what this would do to the man’s traditional standing as breadwinner. “I’d be ashamed

to let my wife work,” one man told Mavity tartly, and it was clear from her tone that Mavity

expected most readers to agree. Remarkably, until the war many women in America had been

unable to work whether they wanted to or not. Up until Pearl Harbor, half of the forty-eight

states had laws making it illegal to employ a married woman.In this respect my father was

commendably—I would even say enthusiastically—liberal, for there was nothing about my

mother’s earning capacity that didn’t gladden his heart. She, too, worked for The Des Moines

Register, as the home furnishings editor, in which capacity she provided calm reassurance to

two generations of homemakers who were anxious to know whether the time had come for

paisley in the bedroom, whether they should have square sofa cushions or round, even

whether their house itself passed muster. “The one-story ranch house is here to stay,” she

assured her readers, to presumed cries of relief in the western suburbs, in her last piece before

disappearing to have me.Because they both worked we were better off than most people of our

socioeconomic background (which in Des Moines in the 1950s was most people). We—which

is to say, my parents, my brother, Michael, my sister, Mary Elizabeth (or Betty), and I—had a

bigger house on a larger lot than most of my parents’ colleagues. It was a white clapboard

house with black shutters and a big screened porch atop a shady hill on the best side of

town.My sister and brother were considerably older than I—my sister by five years, my brother

by nine—and so were effectively adults from my perspective. They were big enough to be

seldom around for most of my childhood. For the first few years of my life, I shared a small

bedroom with my brother. We got along fine. My brother had constant colds and allergies, and

owned at least four hundred cotton handkerchiefs, which he devotedly filled with great honks

and then pushed into any convenient resting place—under the mattress, between sofa

cushions, behind the curtains. When I was nine he left for college and a life as a journalist in

New York City, never to return permanently, and I had the room to myself after that. But I was

still finding his handkerchiefs when I was in high school.THE ONLY DOWNSIDE of my

mother’s working was that it put a little pressure on her with regard to running the home and

particularly with regard to dinner, which frankly was not her strong suit anyway. My mother

always ran late and was dangerously forgetful into the bargain. You soon learned to stand

aside about ten to six every evening, for it was then that she would fly in the back door, throw

something in the oven, and disappear into some other quarter of the house to embark on the

thousand other household tasks that greeted her each evening. In consequence she nearly

always forgot about dinner until a point slightly beyond way too late. As a rule you knew it was

time to eat when you could hear potatoes exploding in the oven.We didn’t call it the kitchen in

our house. We called it the Burns Unit.“It’s a bit burned,” my mother would say apologetically at

every meal, presenting you with a piece of meat that looked like something—a much-loved pet

perhaps—salvaged from a tragic house fire. “But I think I scraped off most of the burned part,”

she would add, overlooking that this included every bit of it that had once been flesh.Happily,

all this suited my father. His palate only responded to two tastes—burned and ice cream—so

everything suited him so long as it was sufficiently dark and not too startlingly flavorful. Theirs

truly was a marriage made in heaven, for no one could burn food like my mother or eat it like



my dad.As part of her job, my mother bought stacks of housekeeping magazines—House

Beautiful, House & Garden, Better Homes and Gardens, Good Housekeeping—and I read

these with a certain avidity, partly because they were always lying around and in our house all

idle moments were spent reading something, and partly because they depicted lives so

absorbingly at variance with our own. The housewives in my mother’s magazines were so

collected, so organized, so calmly on top of things, and their food was perfect—their lives were

perfect. They dressed up to take their food out of the oven! There were no black circles on the

ceiling above their stoves, no mutating goo climbing over the sides of their forgotten

saucepans. Children didn’t have to be ordered to stand back every time they opened their oven

doors. And their foods—baked Alaska, lobster Newburg, chicken cacciatore—why, these were

dishes we didn’t even dream of, much less encounter, in Iowa.Like most people in Iowa in the

1950s, we were more cautious eaters in our house.*1 On the rare occasions when we were

presented with food with which we were not comfortable or familiar—on planes or trains or

when invited to a meal cooked by someone who was not herself from Iowa—we tended to tilt it

up carefully with a knife and examine it from every angle as if determining whether it might

need to be defused. Once on a trip to San Francisco my father was taken by friends to a

Chinese restaurant and he described it to us afterward in the somber tones of someone

recounting a near-death experience.“And they eat it with sticks, you know,” he added

knowledgeably.“Goodness!” said my mother.“I would rather have gas gangrene than go through

that again,” my father added grimly.In our house we didn’t eat• pasta, rice, cream cheese, sour

cream, garlic, mayonnaise, onions, corned beef, pastrami, salami, or foreign food of any type,

except French toast• bread that wasn’t white and at least 65 percent air• spices other than salt,

pepper, and maple syrup• fish that was any shape other than rectangular and not coated in

bright orange bread crumbs, and then only on Fridays and only when my mother remembered

it was Friday, which in fact was not often• soups not blessed by Campbell’s and only a very few

of those• anything with dubious regional names like “pone” or “gumbo,” or foods that had at any

time been an esteemed staple of slaves or peasantsAll other foods of all types—curries,

enchiladas, tofu, bagels, sushi, couscous, yogurt, kale, arugula, Parma ham, any cheese that

was not a vivid bright yellow and shiny enough to see your reflection in—had either not yet

been invented or was yet unknown to us. We really were radiantly unsophisticated. I remember

being surprised to learn at quite an advanced age that a shrimp cocktail was not, as I had

always imagined, a predinner alcoholic drink with a shrimp in it.All our meals consisted of

leftovers. My mother had a seemingly inexhaustible supply of foods that had already been to

the table, sometimes repeatedly. Apart from a few perishable dairy products, everything in the

fridge was older than I was, sometimes by many years. (Her oldest food possession of all, it

more or less goes without saying, was a fruitcake that was kept in a metal tin and dated from

the colonial period.) I can only assume that my mother did all of her cooking in the 1940s so

that she could spend the rest of her life surprising herself with what she could find under cover

at the back of the fridge. I never knew her to reject a food. The rule of thumb seemed to be that

if you opened the lid and the stuff inside didn’t make you actually recoil and take at least one

staggered step backward, it was deemed okay to eat.Both of my parents had grown up during

the Great Depression and neither of them ever threw anything away if they could possibly avoid

it. My mother routinely washed and dried paper plates, and smoothed out for reuse spare

aluminum foil. If you left a pea on your plate, it became part of a future meal. All our sugar

came in little packets spirited out of restaurants in deep coat pockets, as did our jams, jellies,

crackers (oyster and saltine), tartar sauces, some of our ketchup and butter, all of our napkins,

and a very occasional ashtray; anything that came with a restaurant table really. One of the



happiest moments in my parents’ life was when maple syrup started to be served in small

disposable packets and they could add those to the household hoard.Under the sink, my

mother kept an enormous collection of jars, including one known as the toity jar. “Toity” in our

house was the term for a pee, and throughout my early years the toity jar was called into

service whenever a need to leave the house inconveniently coincided with a sudden need by

someone—and when I say “someone,” I mean of course the youngest child: me—to pee.“Oh,

you’ll have to go in the toity jar then,” my mother would say with just a hint of exasperation and

a worried glance at the kitchen clock. It took me a long time to realize that the toity jar was not

always—or even often—the same jar twice. Insofar as I thought about it at all, I suppose I

guessed that the toity jar was routinely discarded and replaced with a fresh jar—we had

hundreds after all.So you may imagine my consternation, succeeded by varying degrees of

dismay, when I went to the fridge one evening for a second helping of halved peaches and

realized that we were all eating from a jar that had, only days before, held my urine. I

recognized the jar at once because it had a Z-shaped strip of label adhering to it that uncannily

recalled the mark of Zorro—a fact that I had cheerfully remarked upon as I had filled the jar

with my precious bodily nectars, not that anyone had listened of course. Now here it was

holding our dessert peaches. I couldn’t have been more surprised if I had just been handed a

packet of photos showing my mother in flagrante with, let’s say, the guys at the gas

station.“Mom,” I said coming to the dining-room doorway and holding up my find, “this is the

toity jar.”“No, honey,” she replied smoothly without looking up. “The toity jar’s a special

jar.”“What’s the toity jar?” asked my father with an amused air, spooning peach into his

mouth.“It’s the jar I toity in,” I explained. “And this is it.”“Billy toities in a jar?” said my father, with

very slight difficulty, as he was no longer eating the peach half he had just taken in, but resting

it on his tongue pending receipt of further information concerning its recent history.“Just

occasionally,” my mother said.My father’s mystification was now nearly total, but his mouth was

so full of unswallowed peach juice that he could not meaningfully speak. He asked, I believe,

why I didn’t go upstairs to the bathroom like a normal person. It was a fair question in the

circumstances.“Well, sometimes we’re in a hurry,” my mother went on, a touch uncomfortably.

“So I keep a jar under the sink—a special jar.”I reappeared from the fridge, cradling more jars—

as many as I could carry. “I’m pretty sure I’ve used all these, too,” I announced.“That can’t be

right,” my mother said, but there was a kind of question mark hanging off the edge of it. Then

she added, perhaps a touch self-destructively: “Anyway, I always rinse all jars thoroughly

before reuse.”My father rose and walked to the kitchen, inclined over the waste bin, and

allowed the peach half to fall into it, along with about half a liter of goo. “Perhaps a toity jar’s not

such a good idea,” he suggested.SO THAT WAS THE END of the toity jar, though it worked out

for the best, as these things so often do. After that, all my mother had to do was mention that

she had something good in a jar in the fridge and my father would get a sudden urge to take us

to Bishop’s, a cafeteria downtown, which was the best possible outcome, for Bishop’s was the

finest restaurant that ever existed.Everything about it was divine—the food, the understated

decor, the motherly waitresses in their gray uniforms who carried your tray to a table for you

and gladly fetched you a new fork if you didn’t like the look of the one provided. Each table had

a little light on it that you could switch on if you needed service, so you never had to crane

around and flag down passing waitresses. You just switched on your private beacon and after a

moment a waitress would come along to see what she could help you with. Isn’t that a

wonderful idea?The restrooms at Bishop’s had the world’s only atomic toilets—at least the only

ones I have ever encountered. When you flushed, the seat automatically lifted and retreated

into a seat-shaped recess in the wall, where it was bathed in a purple light that thrummed in a



warm, hygienic, scientifically advanced fashion, then gently came down again impeccably

sanitized, nicely warmed, and practically pulsing with atomic thermoluminescence. Goodness

knows how many Iowans died from unexplained cases of buttock cancer throughout the 1950s

and ’60s, but it was worth every shriveled cheek. We used to take visitors from out of town to

the restrooms at Bishop’s to show them the atomic toilets and they all agreed that they were

the best they had ever seen.But then most things in Des Moines in the 1950s were the best of

their type. We had the smoothest, most mouth-pleasing banana cream pie at the Toddle House

and I’m told the same could be said of the cheesecake at Johnny and Kay’s, though my father

was much too ill-at-ease with quality, and far too careful with his money, ever to take us to that

outpost of fine dining on Fleur Drive. We had the most vividly delicious neon-colored ice

creams at Reed’s, a parlor of cool opulence near Ashworth Swimming Pool (itself the

handsomest, most elegant public swimming pool in the world, with the slimmest, tannest

female lifeguards) in Greenwood Park (best tennis courts, most decorous lagoon, comeliest

drives). Driving home from Ashworth Pool through Greenwood Park, under a flying canopy of

green leaves, nicely basted in chlorine and knowing that you would shortly be plunging your

face into three gooey scoops of Reed’s ice cream is the finest feeling of well-being a human

can have.We had the tastiest baked goods at Barbara’s Bake Shoppe; the meatiest, most face-

smearing ribs and crispiest fried chicken at a restaurant called the Country Gentleman; the

best junk food at a drive-in called George the Chilli King. (And the best farts afterward; a

George’s chilli burger was gone in minutes, but the farts, it was said, went on forever.) We had

our own department stores, restaurants, clothing stores, supermarkets, drugstores, florists,

hardware stores, movie theaters, hamburger joints, you name it—every one of them the best of

its kind.Well, actually, who could say if they were the best of their kind? To know that, you’d

have had to visit thousands of other towns and cities across the nation and tasted all their ice

cream and chocolate pie and so on because every place was different then. That was the glory

of living in a world that was still largely free of global chains. Every community was special and

nowhere was like everywhere else. If our commercial enterprises in Des Moines weren’t the

best, they were at least ours. At the very least, they all had things about them that made them

interesting and different. (And they were the best.)Dahl’s, our neighborhood supermarket, had

a feature of inspired brilliance called the Kiddie Corral. This was a snug enclosure, built in the

style of a cowboy corral and filled with comic books, where moms could park their kids while

they shopped. Comics were produced in massive numbers in America in the 1950s—one

billion of them in 1953 alone—and most of them ended up in the Kiddie Corral. It was filled with

comic books. To enter the Kiddie Corral you climbed onto the top rail and dove in, then swam to

the center. You didn’t care how long your mom took shopping because you had an infinite

supply of comics to occupy you. I believe there were kids who lived in the Kiddie Corral.

Sometimes when searching for the latest issue of Rubber Man, you would find a child buried

under a foot or so of comics fast asleep or perhaps just enjoying their lovely papery smell. No

institution has ever done a more thoughtful thing for children. Whoever dreamed up the Kiddie

Corral is unquestionably in heaven now; he should have been awarded a Nobel Prize.Dahl’s

had one other feature that was much admired. When your groceries were bagged (or “sacked”

in Iowa) and paid for, you didn’t take them to your car with you, as in more mundane

supermarkets, but rather you turned them over to a friendly man in a white apron who gave you

a plastic card with a number on it and placed the groceries on a special sloping conveyor belt

that carried them into the bowels of the earth and through a flap into a mysterious dark tunnel.

You then collected your car and drove to a small brick building at the edge of the parking lot, a

hundred or so feet away, where your groceries, nicely shaken and looking positively refreshed



from their subterranean adventure, reappeared a minute or two later and were placed in your

car by another helpful man in a white apron who took back the plastic card and wished you a

happy day. It wasn’t a particularly efficient system—there was often a line of cars at the little

brick building if truth be told, and the juddering tunnel ride didn’t really do anything except

dangerously overexcite all carbonated beverages for at least two hours afterward—but

everyone loved and admired it anyway.It was like that wherever you went in Des Moines in

those days. Every commercial enterprise had something distinctive to commend it. The New

Utica department store downtown had pneumatic tubes rising from each cash register. The

cash from your purchase was placed in a cylinder, then inserted in the tubes and fired—like a

torpedo—to a central collection point, such was the urgency to get the money counted and

back into the economy. A visit to the New Utica was like a trip to a future century.Frankel’s, a

men’s clothing store on Locust Street downtown, had a rather grand staircase leading up to a

mezzanine level. A stroll around the mezzanine was a peculiarly satisfying experience, like a

stroll around the deck of a ship, but more interesting because instead of looking down on

empty water, you were taking in an active world of men’s retailing. You could listen in on

conversations and see the tops of people’s heads. It had all the satisfactions of spying without

any of the risks. If your dad was taking a long time being fitted for a jacket, or was busy

demonstrating isometrics to the sales force, it didn’t matter.“Not a problem,” you’d call down

generously from your lofty position. “I’ll do another circuit.”Even better in terms of elevated

pleasures was the Shops Building on Walnut Street. A lovely old office building some seven or

eight stories high and built in a faintly Moorish style, it housed a popular coffee shop in its lobby

on the ground floor, above which rose, all the way to a distant ceiling, a central atrium, around

which ran the building’s staircase and galleried hallways. It was the dream of every young boy

to get up that staircase to the top floor.Attaining the staircase required cunning and a timely

dash because you had to get past the coffee shop manageress, a vicious, eagle-eyed stick of a

woman named Mrs. Musgrove who hated little boys (and for good reason, as we shall see). But

if you selected the right moment when her attention was diverted, you could sprint to the stairs

and on up to the dark eerie heights of the top floor, where you had a kind of gun-barrel view of

the diners far below. If, further, you had some kind of hard candy with you—peanut M&Ms were

especially favored because of their smooth aerodynamic shape—you had a clear drop of seven

or eight stories. A peanut M&M that falls seventy feet into a bowl of tomato soup makes one

heck of a splash, I can tell you.You never got more than one shot because if the bomb missed

the target and hit the table—as it nearly always did—it would explode spectacularly in a

thousand candy-coated shards, wonderfully startling to the diners, but a call to arms to Mrs.

Musgrove, who would come flying up the stairs at about the speed that the M&M had gone

down, giving you less than five seconds to scramble out a window and onto a fire escape and

away to freedom.Des Moines’ greatest commercial institution was Younker Brothers, the

principal department store downtown. Younkers was enormous. It occupied two buildings,

separated at ground level by a public alley, making it the only department store I’ve ever

known, possibly the only one in existence, where you could be run over while going from

menswear to cosmetics. Younkers had an additional outpost across the street, known as the

Store for Homes, which housed its furniture departments and which could be reached by

means of an underground passageway beneath Eighth Street, via the white goods department.

I’ve no idea why, but it was immensely satisfying to enter Younkers from the east side of Eighth

and emerge a short while later, shopping completed, on the west side. People from out in the

state used to come in specially to walk the passageway and to come out across the street and

say, “Hey. Whoa. Golly.”Younkers was the most elegant, up-to-the-minute, briskly efficient,



satisfyingly urbane place in Iowa. It employed twelve hundred people. It had the state’s first

escalators—“electric stairways” they were called in the early days—and first air-conditioning.

Everything about it—its silkily swift revolving doors, its gliding stairs, its whispering elevators,

each with its own white-gloved operator—seemed designed to pull you in and keep you

happily, contentedly consuming. Younkers was so vast and wonderfully rambling that you

seldom met anyone who really knew it all. The book department inhabited a shadowy, secretive

balcony area, reached by a pokey set of stairs, that made it cozy and clublike—a place known

only to aficionados. It was an outstanding book department, but you can meet people who

grew up in Des Moines in the 1950s who had no idea that Younkers had a book

department.But its sanctum sanctorum was the Tea Room, a place where doting mothers took

their daughters for a touch of elegance while shopping. Nothing about the Tea Room remotely

interested me until I learned of a ritual that my sister mentioned in passing. It appeared that

young visitors were invited to reach into a wooden box containing small gifts, each beautifully

wrapped in white tissue and tied with ribbon, and select one to take away as a permanent

memento of the occasion. Once my sister passed on to me a present she had acquired and

didn’t much care for—a die-cast coach and horses. It was only two and a half inches long, but

exquisite in its detailing. The doors opened. The wheels turned. A tiny driver held thin metal

reins. The whole thing had obviously been hand-painted by some devoted, underpaid person

from the defeated side of the Pacific Ocean. I had never seen, much less owned, such a fine

thing before.From time to time after that for years I besought them to take me with them when

they went to the Tea Room, but they always responded vaguely that they didn’t like the Tea

Room so much anymore or that they had too much shopping to do to stop for lunch. (Only

years later did I discover that in fact they went every week; it was one of those secret womanly

things moms and daughters did together, like having periods and being fitted for bras.) But

finally there came a day when I was perhaps eight or nine that I was shopping downtown with

my mom, with my sister not there, and my mother said to me, “Shall we go to the Tea Room?”I

don’t believe I have ever been so eager to accept an invitation. We ascended in an elevator to

a floor I didn’t even know Younkers had. The Tea Room was the most elegant place I had ever

been—like a stateroom from Buckingham Palace magically transported to the Middle West of

America. Everything about it was starched and classy and calm. There was light music of a

refined nature and the tink of cutlery on china and of ice water carefully poured. I cared nothing

for the food, of course. I was waiting only for the moment when I was invited to step up to the

toy box and make a selection.When that moment came, it took me forever to decide. Every little

package looked so perfect and white, so ready to be enjoyed. Eventually, I chose an item of

middling size and weight, which I dared to shake lightly. Something inside rattled and sounded

as if it might be die cast. I took it to my seat and carefully unwrapped it. It was a miniature doll—

an Indian baby in a papoose, beautifully made but patently for a girl. I returned with it and its

disturbed packaging to the slightly backward-looking fellow who was in charge of the toy box.“I

seem to have got a doll,” I said, with something approaching an ironic chuckle.He looked at it

carefully. “That’s surely a shame because you only git one try at the gift box.”“Yes, but it’s a

doll,” I said. “For a girl.”“Then you’ll just have to git you a little girlfriend to give it to, won’tcha?”

he answered and gave me a toothy grin and an unfortunate wink.Sadly, those were the last

words the poor man ever spoke. A moment later he was just a small muffled shriek and a

smoldering spot on the carpet.Too late he had learned an important lesson. You really should

never fuck with the Thunderbolt Kid.Chapter 2WELCOME TO KID WORLDDETROIT, MICH.

(AP)—Great news for boys! A prominent doctor has defended a boy’s right to be dirty. Dr.

Harvey Flack, director of the magazine Family Doctor, said in the September issue: “Boys



seem to know instinctively a profound dermatological truth—that an important element of skin

health is the skin’s own protective layer of grease. This should not be disturbed too frequently

by washing.”—The Des Moines Register, August 28, 1958SO THIS IS A BOOK ABOUT NOT

VERY MUCH: about being small and getting larger slowly. One of the great myths of life is that

childhood passes quickly. In fact, because time moves more slowly in Kid World—five times

more slowly in a classroom on a hot afternoon, eight times more slowly on any car journey of

more than five miles (rising to eighty-six times more slowly when driving across Nebraska or

Pennsylvania lengthwise), and so slowly during the last week before birthdays, Christmases,

and summer vacations as to be functionally immeasurable—it goes on for decades when

measured in adult terms. It is adult life that is over in a twinkling.The slowest place of all in my

corner of the youthful firmament was the large cracked-leather dental chair of Dr. D. K.

Brewster, our spooky, cadaverous dentist, while waiting for him to assemble his instruments

and get down to business. There time didn’t move forward at all. It just hung.Dr. Brewster was

the most unnerving dentist in America. He was, for one thing, about 108 years old and had

more than a hint of Parkinsonism in his wobbly hands. Nothing about him inspired confidence.

He was perennially surprised by the power of his own equipment. “Whoa!” he’d say as he

briefly enlivened some screaming device or other. “You could do some damage with that, I

bet!”Worse still, he didn’t believe in novocaine. He thought it dangerous and unproven. When

Dr. Brewster, humming mindlessly, drilled through rocky molar and found the pulpy mass of

tender nerve within, it could make your toes burst out the front of your shoes.We appeared to

be his only patients. I used to wonder why my father put us through this seasonal nightmare,

and then I heard Dr. Brewster congratulating him one day on his courageous frugality and I

understood at once, for my father was the twentieth century’s cheapest man. “There’s no point

in putting yourself to the danger and expense of novocaine for anything less than the whole or

partial removal of a jaw,” Dr. Brewster was saying.“Absolutely,” my father agreed. Actually he

said something more like “Abmmffffmmfff,” as he had just stepped from Dr. Brewster’s chair and

wouldn’t be able to speak intelligibly for at least three days, but he nodded with feeling.“I wish

more people felt like you, Mr. Bryson,” Dr. Brewster added. “That will be three dollars,

please.”SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS were the longest days in Kid World. Sunday mornings

alone could last for up to three months depending on the season. In central Iowa for much of

the 1950s there was no television at all on Sunday mornings, so generally you just sat with a

bowl of soggy Cheerios watching a test pattern until WOI-TV sputtered to life sometime

between about 11:25 and noon—they were fairly relaxed about Sunday starts at WOI—with an

episode of Sky King, starring the neatly kerchiefed Kirby Grant, “America’s favorite flying

cowboy” (also its only flying cowboy; also the only one with reversible names). Sky was a

rancher by trade, but spent most of his time cruising the Arizona skies in his beloved Cessna,

The Songbird, spotting cattle rustlers and other earthbound miscreants. He was assisted in

these endeavors by his dimple-cheeked, pertly buttocked niece Penny, who provided many of

us with our first tingly inkling that we were indeed on the road to robust heterosexuality.Even at

six years old, and even in an age as intellectually undemanding as the 1950s, you didn’t have

to be hugely astute to see that a flying cowboy was a fairly flimsy premise for an action series.

Sky could only capture villains who lingered at the edge of grassy landing strips and to whom it

didn’t occur to run for it until Sky had landed, taxied to a safe halt, climbed down from the

cockpit, assumed an authoritative stance, and shouted: “Okay, boys, freeze!”—a process that

took a minute or two, for Kirby Grant was not, it must be said, in the first flush of youth.

Altogether seventy-two episodes of Sky King were made, all practically identical. These WOI

tirelessly (and, one presumes, economically) repeated for the first dozen years of my life and



probably a good deal beyond. Almost the only thing that could be positively said in their favor

was that they were more diverting than a test pattern.The illimitable nature of weekends was

both a good and a necessary thing because you always had such a lot to do in those days. A

whole morning could be spent just getting the laces on your sneakers right since all sneakers

in the 1950s had more than seven dozen lace holes and the laces were fourteen feet long.

Each morning you would jump out of bed to find that the laces had somehow become four feet

longer on one side of the shoe than the other. Quite how sneakers did this just by being left on

the floor overnight was a question that could not be answered—it was one of those things, like

nuns and bad weather, that life threw at you from time to time—but it took endless reserves of

patience and scientific judgment to get them right, for no matter how painstakingly you shunted

the laces around the holes, they always came out at unequal lengths. In fact, the more carefully

you shunted, the more unequal they generally became. When by some miracle you finally got

them exactly right, the second lace would always snap, leaving you to sigh and start again.
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